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FENG YU JIU TIAN VOLUME 4 CHAPTER SUMMARY. Rong Tian is a sex addict. Ever since Feng Ming was allowed
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Feng Ming was suddenly startled. Feng Ming tossed his head aside. I fell into the river, scared myself half to
death and forgot everything. Avoiding the question, Feng Ming changed the topic back his way, inquiring how
he was at fault. His captor stood unmoved behind him, as he remained trapped. He calmed down within the
hold to avoid the unwanted misunderstanding, to stop Rong Wang misinterpreting his actions. After realizing
his struggles were sending out the wrong signals and worse, heading towards a direction, he froze on the spot.
He stood stiff as a plank of wood in the arms of the King. The sudden quietness that washed over the feisty
Feng Ming, surprised Rong Wang, his head tilting down to examine the bounty within his arms whom he
should be most familiar with. However, he was mesmerized by a strange attraction the man emitted. At
seventeen-year-old, one was already considered a grown man in Xi Rei. Until now, the Prince had always
been vacant alike a clay figurine. However at this very moment, Rong Tian was amazed to find his clay
figurine brought to life by the gods, and given a new soul. Even if he was a lowly assassin, compared to the
original useless Prince, he was more likable, right? If a person does not confess, then molten iron will be
poured on top. The younger man hit him as hard as he could. You can be the Prince if you want to. He is my
little bird I keep caged within the confines of the palace and only heeding to my orders. This terrible man,
clearly knew there was something wrong with me what is his reason to allow me to retain this identity?
Regardless, the young man managed to survive the passing storm. Feng Ming let out a sigh of relief before
reiterating the name. Well, hurry and let go of me. He laughed at the situation. Even if it was the real prince,
he will be obedient and listen to me. You are just an evil shadow puppeteer stealing the throne, exploiting the
Prince for your twisted lusts! You are well versed with words, rather cultured mouth you have there, I
commend you. Oh my God, this man, he. The persistent tongue rendered him in a dumbstruck condition. His
brain completely detached from the turn of events. This was all messed up. Rong Wang kindly released him
for a moment, it only then it hit home to Feng Ming that he was kissing a man. Feng Ming decided to blame
his shock for the kiss that happened as he stupidly stood like a doll. The odd response he received from Feng
Ming, made him feel delighted. In many countries, assassins are trained strictly, including ones which would
infiltrate by the means of a bed chamber. Learning important skills to ensure they can get close to their enemy.
Rong Tian preferred that Feng Ming was inexperience in that respect. Everything will be okay. Feng Ming
sought to comfort himself He looked Rong Wang bitterly in the eyes, and he immediately retracted that
thought. Add to the equation the embarrassing marks and bruises all over his own body, it was not hard to
picture what was ahead for him. It was only seconds before he managed to scramble to the other side of his
bed. Rong Wang was fascinated as he watched on, Feng Ming scrambled to clasps his hands around a silver
jug. With the poor choice of weapon Feng Ming clutched both hands around the jar, ready for an attack,
however in the next second his only protection loosened from his grip as he was unceremoniously thrown onto
the soft bed. The poor Jug was readily thrown out of the window by Rong Tian. Feng Ming was pressing his
luck, as he shot a warning glare to Rong Wang whilst baring his gritted teeth. What a joke, if he was going to
be raped by a man, he was more than happy to be dead. His voice was magnetizing drawing him into his pace,
"tell me your real name. Will it really be so? Feng Ming closed his eyes, measuring his situation and
calculating the outcomes. Considering he already knew that he was a fake. With his mind made, Feng Ming
opened his eyes and replied. He grieved for his destiny, knowing his body was too weak to put up a fight. He
voluntarily closed his eyes and obliged to satisfy the tyrant as fast as he could. Concluding he was better off
pretending that Rong Wang was a woman. Feng Ming closed his eyes, imagining he was with a girlfriend,
eagerly delivering her his passion by deepening their kiss. And I felt bad for not touching the translations for a
while Hence this happened That is all. S I really hate reading over things so typos ensue D A nice LJer pointed
out her confusion about the names. Rong Wang is the same as Rong Tian. Wang is the chinese word for King.
D No one sent me Feng Ming had difficulties regulating his breath under the clutches of the King s hands, his
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own hands sought immediately to guard his throat. Still so hard headed Rong Wang s hold tightened, his hands
stiffening as he showed how serious he was, nearly causing Feng Ming to fall under a fainting spell. Speak
Where has the Prince gone How did you manage to sneak into the palace Are your associates within the palace
his demands bombarded the fake. Feng Ming had just awoken, his body was impaired by physical fatigue,
under such a forceful hold, let alone an appeal for justice, keeping his breathe was a difficult task, he could
only manage a snort of defiance. Rong Wang was alert as he looked at Feng Ming, deciding he would not
resort to killing the imposter, instead he sneered and relinquished his hold. Monitoring Feng Ming, who
gasped like a fish out of water, his chest and airways panted desperately. With only a few mouthful of air to
relieve his discomfort, his collar was firmly snatched ruthlessly in the man s hands. Be obedient and confess,
and you will suffer less. Feng Ming stood his ground and angrily lashed out. What do you want me to confess
he defended. Such a disloyal subject, treating a Prince in this manner My luck must be rotten to get stuck as a
mere scapegoat. If it was possible, he wanted to dish another throw at Rong Wang s despicable face. Rong
Wang fell silent as his expression darkened, he sized up his opponent for a short while, before finally releasing
his grip on the collar. You say you re the Prince, what is your evidence he interrogated Feng Ming snapped
and glared You accuse me of not being the Prince, what evidence do you have he countered. The Prince would
never dare to speak like you towards me. Rong Wang paused for a moment, before asking. The Queen 39 s
birthday was last month, what did you send her as a gift Feng Ming drew a blank. How the hell was he to
know what happened last month in these shoes His large eyes darted around as he struggled to weave an
answer. I, as a Prince is thoroughly occupied each day, how am I meant to keep track of exactly what
happened last month Rong Wang looked at Feng Ming strangely, making him fear what was to come. During
the day before yesterday, the Prince and General Lin had a discussion, what was the topic he attacked again.
Since it was a General, if the topic was not concerning the military then it would have been matters of the
country, we had discussed some trivial matters as well. Rong Wang s head snapped back chortling. Feng Ming
found the response rather discouraging. Rong Wang stopped smiling, as he re focused on Feng Ming. The
Prince never met with General Lin, considering this was just the day before yesterday surely you couldn t
forget what happened Unbelievable he actually walked straight into such a simple trap Feng Ming cursed
himself for his stupidity There is something else Rong Wang s eyes burned an eeriness his tall body gradually
closed in on Feng Ming, an enormous air of oppressing befell the Prince. His Royal Highness, has been
addressing himself as the Prince , a practice that the real Prince doesn t carry out in his every day speech
patterns. It couldn t be Without warning, a wet tongue flicked at the curve of Feng Ming s ear. Could the
Prince forget his own name Feng Ming couldn t stand the proximity of the King, consciously backing away in
retreat but immediately struggled, as Rong Wang s arms firmly embraced and imprisoned him. Now be a good
boy and tell me where the Prince is, tell me everything that you know, otherwise your beautiful body might
not be able to tolerate my punishment. Their bodies were entwined together forcefully by the older man, their
bodies intimately against each other, using a gentle tone to deliver a cruel threat. What is so strange that one
would forget their name I fell into the river, scared myself half to death and forgot everything. The thought of
being thrown into a prison to be punished and tortured did elicit fear in Feng Ming s heart. From head to toe,
which part of me isn t the Prince he scoffed. Heh heh, Rong Wang darkly chuckled at the comment, before
tearing open Feng Ming s clothes at the collar, nodding upon inspection. Correct, you are a fine imitation these
scars and bruises are strikingly similar, rather impressive Slender fingers brushed the enticing delicate skin
and began their course of brazen strokes. Let go Feeling his dangerous predicament, Feng Ming stiffened,
twisting his body in an attempt to escape the King s violation. Are you trying to seduce me Rong Wong s
voice was low and hoarse, flirting with his prey by blowing into Feng Ming s ear, tickling him. No, no
Absolutely not defended the Prince. Feng Ming was a modern youth, he wasn t completely ignorant about sex
and all things related. At seventeen year old, one was already considered a grown man in Xi Rei. Even if he
was a lowly assassin, compared to the original useless Prince, he was more likable, right If I had you tossed
into jail, you wouldn t be able to survive one night of torture.
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After a moment, his eyes gradually blurred, he felt something wrong with all over his body. Half-awake
half-conscious, the giant net moved close to him, he had been involuntarily dragged to sh. No, i must go back
to Xi Rei. He shouted loudly in his heart, but he could only watched the people dressed in Li soldier came
closer to him. He began to feel the surrounding slowly darkened. When he leaned his head, he finally fainted.
The mind calming incense wafted in the air. Inside the palace of Li Kingdom, the most glorious King palace,
silk curtain hung down. Seven-eight pretty looked maid, stood on both sides of the bed. Two neat rows of
guards stood outside, big and tall body, armed with ax, solemn and majestic. Miao guang dressed in a
gorgeous colorful coat, yet her face was worried, whispered softly," Master Yi Ren, how is it? After checking
the pulse for a while, Yi ren frowned and pondered, suddenly opened the blanket and unb. A dark scar
appeared on a beautiful chest. It had been 7 days since Feng ming arrived at the capital, still unconscious, if
still go on like this, he might not live much longer, how could there is no anxious in their heart? Revoked a
needle, then he acupuncture Feng Ming. Seeing eyelashes fluttered, Miao Guang who always stood beside
unconsciously exclaimed a little," Duke Ming? Duke Ming has woken up? Master Yi Ren really increadibe.
Making me wait so long. Miao guang and Yi Ren gazed at each other, feeling something wrong. Ruo yan also
aware of there was something wrong, pulled Feng ming from the inner side of the bed to his side, grabbed his
wrist and yelled: Ruo yan shocked, quickly let go. Miao guan covered her mouth to prevent the scream. Feng
ming already fainted. Miao guang stretched out his head to looked at them. Then turned around to looked at
Ruo yan that stood beside, anxiously said," Brother King why make him angry? Miao guang speechless, and
looked down. At dawn, the person in his embrace moved slightly. Ruo yan had the excessive sense of alert
with Rong tian, eyes suddenly opened, stared at the sound-asleep Feng ming. Ruo yan silenced, quietly
gazing. Feng ming whispered, leaned in his arms, closed his eyes, as if in the warmest place on earth. Ruo yan
let him voluntarily came closer, leaned on his chest, felt around surprisingly quiet, the heartbeat was faster
than usual. He pondered in silence, when he reached to checked his breath, found that he had fell asleep again.
The chamber was so quiet, the place of the burning incense at the corner of the room flas. It had been bright
outside. Although Rong tian had been dead, but the troubles he had brought to Li Kingdom were far from
being resolved. Unfortunately, Rong tian was being shot personally by him. Not the slightest fear in his eyes,
just speak a word. Yet Ruo yan knew exactly what he was saying. Bu, he must had died. No one could stand
those wounds while being carried by the rapids. Back to the palace chamber, Yi Ren had arrived, in the palace
personally boiling the medicine. Then, a pair of beautiful eyes opened, whenever, the s. She shouted
carefully," Duke ming? Miao guang confused," Prepare what? Rong tian must want to accompany her, not
letting me know. Now back to the environment, fear of the unexpected health. Feng ming looked dazed,"
Where is Rong tian? Miao guang hurriedly said," Great king will immediately come, after he handled the
affairs he will immediately come over. That most beautiful woman not even as good looking as you, i will not
go see her. If you still crying, he will mock you. Yi Ren had finished boiling the medicine, brought over, Ruo
yan took the bowl," Feng ming, here, drink the medicine. Ruo yan and Miao guang looked at each other. They
only could think of Fu yan poison. Ruo yan persuaded Feng ming," If you obediently drink the medicine, then
the poison will disappear. Yi ren spoke in a low voice," It looked like he is being over-shocked, it confused his
mind. Just need to wait for Brother King to prepare, then we can bring Duke ming to attack Xi rei. Li kingdom
has a very powerful forces, Duke ming also in our hands, the people will be distracted, will surrender early.
The way he is now, looks better that the conscious him that looked gloomy. Then, Li kingdom increased one
important ident. When in the worse condition, Miao guang became Chiu lan, Ruo yan became Rong tian, Feng
ming would smile while sunbathing outside, say something meaningless nonsense with Ruo yan, bitter
medicine, after a little persuasion, still would drink them. Last time they were naughty, unconsciously
smashed at the agate boat you gave to me. Let Chiu yue and Chiu xing come back. Along being caught with
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the twin is a man named Lie er, this person is extremely cunning, last month he was succeed to ran away. This
Lie er is the same with his brother following Rong tian since childhood, i heard they had done a lot of merit
for Rong tian, have a powerful role. But his brother is still in our hands They had lost a lot of weight due to the
hard slave-labor work, white skin turned a little black, but the eyes still actively turning around. When seeing
Ruo yan, their eyes showed hatred, being stared back coldly by Ruo yan, they felt creeps all over their body
while s. And now, there is one person whining to be served by you two. Of course we are willing! Chiu yue
Chiu xing were taken aback, hurriedly stopped crying, looked up and asked," What happened, Duke Ming? If
you ever like this again, i will punish you to drink even more bitter medicine. After he finished his work, he
will come to see you. Also will come back, right? Ruo yan glanced at Miao guang that looked hesitant.
Hugged Feng ming to the bed, ordered Chiu yue Chiu xing," Bring here the medicine from the side of the
house, feed Feng ming to drink. Ruo yan after thinking for a moment, laughed nonchalantly," Escaped and
then what? Rong tian had died, only two mere thieves will not give any changes. Only for Feng ming we must
find a way to persuade him. But he faintly hoped to never expose this seemingly childish trick. Feng ming,
what could you do? Within the chamber, Feng ming had already been persuaded by Chiu yue Chiu xing to
drink the bitter medicine and fell asleep. If I can not pay you with my life, then, my life will belong to Xi
reiPiece of land you love and you have. Ruo yan turned his head, looked at Chiu yue. Outside the door, had
already stood six maid that responsible for monitoring them. You two will serve in the palace, outside the
palace door, we will take over. What should we do if they are not allowing us to serve Duke Ming anymore?
Quietly opened the door of the palace, Chiu yue peeked in. Feng ming still dreaming, sleep soundly. These
people never served Feng ming, how cpuld they know how to wake Feng ming up? They must be very rude
when waking him up. After wetting and dry rubbed the towel, slowly showing trace of heat. Dark eyes, still
hidden under long lashes. Ruo yan also found it interesting.
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Please use the follow button to get notification about the latest chapter next time when you visit
LightNovelFree. Use F11 button to read novel in full-screen PC only. Drop by anytime you want to read free
â€” fast â€” latest novel. Vol 4 Chapter But he still felt b. Seeing the screaming and the fire were further
away, Feng ming screaming inside: Quickly stop, where are you taking me? How could the horse heard my
sixth-sensed voice, still bolted away. The night wind whistling in his ears, seeing the horse pa. In the end, the
horse seemed really tired, suddenly stopped and stood still. Feng ming forced to open his eyes, only saw the
half height of gra. Where was Rong tian? Where were Xi rei troops? Suddenly felt sadness welling up after
thinking about this. Why after so much suffering, thinking so hard of the trick, yet this was his ending? After
feeling stuffy for a long time, slowly felt calming down, replaying all the matters that had been happened.
After coming to this era, unconsciously time had already pa. Also, the white handkerchief that contaminated
with his body fluids, being used by Rong tian to threaten him, yet today, each one take half-half, and treasured
it. Feng ming closed his eyes, feeling the kind and warm suns. If not starve to death, he would be killed by the
beast. Thanks a lot to that magical time travel, so that he could meet with Rong tian. He would never regret.
The chance of life flickered, Feng ming widen his eyes, concentrated on listening to the movement. Lie er and
Rong hu escaped, several times attack into the palace to rescue Feng ming, unfortunately they were too weak,
so they only could return back to Xi rei. After knowing that Ruo yan prepared the ma. But they did not expect
that Rong Tian would actually survive and back to Xi Rei secretly with Mei Ji in the most critical moment,
and prepared a surprise attack to Ruo yan. Actually Feng ming was laying in the place not so far from them,
but in the spring the gra. When he just cried out for G. I, Xi Lei King Rong tian here, please report your ident.
Feng ming shuddered, suddenly got excited. Great King, Li er reported. On the day when he was in the palace,
he ever told me about that story, how can Ruo yan unbeaten? Ah, Feng ming, he When the crowd did the
discussion, they all looked anxious. The sweat dripping down, his clothes got soaked wet by the sweat. When
the horse just hoof a little, suddenly heard a sharp shout from behind, seemed like already held so long in the
heart, with the instant break of struggle When he got a closer look, he got a mixed feeling, like a bird targeting
his prey he jumped off the horse, in a blink of an eye he hugged the person who layed down on the gra.
Tightly hugged Feng ming in his arms, and not willing to release a little bit. How can i forget about you?
Being held by Rong Tian at this moment, he just felt like there is nothing in this world that can hurt him
anymore, felt at ease, his body was frail due to overwork and overly nervous, now he could finally relieved,
when he closed his eyes, he just suddenly got unconscious. The young phoenix, expanding the new growth
wings and began to fly again.
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The army still on the journey, Feng ming sat quietly on the huge tent, only by feeling the heavy scroll wheel
he could know that they are being moved. Seeing the danger approaching Xi Rei day by day, while he was
helpless. He wanted to use bomb, but where could he found the tools to make the bomb? Since Miao Guang
provided a dress that was being used by him as a parachute to escape, Ruo yan refused to provide any strange
things he requested. He wanted to use trick, but for deep scheming imperial like Ruo yan, there was no
winning possibility from any kind of trick. If only he got a gun in his hand. Feng ming deeply understand the
importance of science and crystallization. Ruo yan coldly looked at Feng ming that stayed so quiet, Ruo yan
secretly saw how long he could endure. He knew Feng ming was secretly thinking of a way. Duke Ming is so
knowledgeable, then are you figuring out any way to save Xi Rei? They will definitely give the way to
facilitate Li King, in order to obtain safety. If Xi Rei disappear, Yong yin will not safe either. This moment
they must work together with Xi Rei to against Li Kingdom to have a chance to survive, what a pity!
Short-sighted, muddle -headed King! Yet inside his mind was planning something: Xi Rei and Li Kingdom
were the two greatest and most powerful kingdoms, when Xi Rei being exterminated, Li troops would be
undefeated, that time, was like repeated the same history of the Qing Kingdom to unify 6 kingdoms. Anyway,
it was all because of those small and weak countries were coward, refused to unite, if this continued, after all,
they would inevitably be eliminated one by one. Feng ming secretly looked at Ruo yan, such a dignified
emperor figure, majesty, compared to Rong tian really not much difference, but his eyes showed coldness,
most probably would be a tyrant in the future. Anxiously, like poisonous fire burnt up his heart. For resisting
the invading of Li troops, the best way was to join forces with Yong Yin King, Xi Rei and Yong yin join army
wait across the river. Took over the location. With that, Li troops would loss many soldiers when crossing the
river. I looked from afar, he is a young man with a sharp nose. What a pity, i only playing around at that time
and not doing the job properly, if i know today will come, i will make some relations and adding some
insights. After deep-thought for a moment, suddenly frowned, there was something faintly hidden in the brain.
There seemed like something was wrong. Feng ming attentively reflected, it must be somewhere missed. The
heart beating so fast, he knew that some difficult problem would be solved soon. He tried to think, foolishly
sat for a long while, his eyes suddenly sparkled. Chiu yue and Chiu xing shocked, looked at each other. Ruo
yan ah Ruo yan, you also will have tasted the bitter fruit of your arrogant self. The soldiers shouted,"
Assassins! Chiu yue, go check it out. Only when Ruo yan cam in, the curtain will be opened for a while,
revealing a little earthy outside. But gradually, even the slightest sound had disappeared. The curtain
immediately being lifted, Ruo yan walked in. Ruo yan came closer, pulled Feng ming over and kissed a couple
times, smiled coldly," Just a few sneaky little thieves wanted to save their Duke Ming, heh! Wheels were still
heavy and slow rolling. Still had one day to arrive at Ah man river. Solved the one last mystery, in order to the
whole plot. Ruo yan sat up on the bed, lower his voice asked," Ask the people nearby, where are the ships
gone. He was indeed the King of Li kingdom, took a deep breath, he had already calmed down, thought for a
moment, hi dangerously looked at Feng ming," Excuse me, Duke Ming, what are you plotting inside? Even a
small country needed to unite against the big enemy. Ruo yan suddenly gripped his fists, walked step by step
to Feng ming, his eyes shone terribly. Feng ming knew that he was powerless to resist, only could smile
wryly. The clear eyes looked at Ruo yan, showed a slightly trace of mockery. Your existence, will affect the
fighting. They will certainly served Duke Ming properly. As Feng ming expected, Li troops arrived at Ah Man
riverside, no ships no woods, only could settle there, shipping the woods and build the ships, fortunately Li
troops was powerful, even stationed in the river, no one dare to invade the territory, only suffered a little
disturbance. Ruo yan rolled his eyes, laughed," Duke ming must know the across the river hidden the Xi Rei
troops, heh! Tomorrow morning, i will bring Duke ming to meet those Xi Rei people that so looking forward
to see you. The soldiers neatly paving the way, letting two line of horses appeared from the crowd. Long live
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the Great King! You immediately surrender, make Xi Rei surrender, i will let you live. The expression when
he looked at Feng ming was something Feng ming so unfamiliar for. The affectionate that he expected,
excited, distressed, struggle, not even appeared for the slightest. Rong tian strangely asked," Who is he? A red
shadow grazing. It was the horse that Rong tian gave him as a gift. The ear kept hearing the most sad sound of
a zither string snapped sound. Feng ming speechless, opened his eyes to see everything in front of him. The
beauty woman in red, just on the other side together with Rong tian, without words, already knew the love was
so strong. The loud voices, it seemed Mei ji not only had saved the Rong tian that seriously injured and lost
memory, also secretly accompanied Rong tian back to Xi Rei, had been appointed as Queen. Ruo yan slightly
smiled, ordered," Landed. Which some of the arrows actually pointed toward Rong tian and Feng ming. Feng
ming looked at the incoming arrow, unblinking his eyes, not escape. The river wind brought upon the
incoming arrows, blowing his hair, waved the sleeves, like a god in heaven, not fear of the weapon. Ruo yan
waved his sword, cast out all the arrows that shot at Feng ming, raise his head and laughed loudly. Ruo yan
back to the other riverside camp, told the situation to Miao guang and the other generals. He failed to use Feng
ming as a bait to make Rong tian surrender, but he came back with joyous smile. Wait after he think clearly,
he will obediently stay by my side. Hahaha, My Li Kingdom can have such a great arm, no need to worry
unified each kingdom. Such a situation, i decided to Although hi was arrogant, but not stupid, under the
measure of the situation, knowing that long-term war was unhelpful. Just when he wanted to speak "Retreat
the army", suddenly there was someone reported from outside. You can take Duke ming to see me. Miao
guang sat in the tent, sipped her lips and kept silent, seemed to think at something. Outside the tent, the
soldiers were practicing, some people were resting. Especially for the soldiers that saw Rong tian being shot
down by Ruo yan into the rapids with their own eyes, without the blessing of God, how could Xi Rei King
brought back to life after that terrible attack? This battle, perhaps there was no chance of winning. The three
people in the tent were all in a deep thought, there were footsteps sound approaching, the curtain being lifted,
Feng ming walked in. His face was pale, his step is not very stable, he walked very slow. Ruo yan understood,
his hand was probably still just as cold as just then. Being provoked by Rong tian, Feng ming would certainly
got a serious illness. Miao guang had already told the military doctor to give the sedative drug, just in case.
His voice was deep, like hidden in the faint sound of stone, seemed like he already made up his mind. Duke
ming was heart broken inside, from love became hate, to revenge to Xi rei. Ruo yan also quietly stared at Feng
ming. Battle on the river, one side was expert in water war one side was not expert in water war, this situation
had appeared in a famous battle. One side has a strong troops but the soldiers was poor at water war, to cross
the river, you can connect all ships with iron chain Ruo yan not having faith with Duke ming, giving the
reverse direction of the arrow, without the slightest old feeling, Duke ming was submitted to Li Kingdom,
truly wise. Rong tian can give you everything, i will redouble give it to you, everything you want, i will give
them to you.
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was King. Rong tian was not wrong speculating. The toxic smoke spread all over and not leaving any room
and lingered through the drilling hole from Rong hu. Feng ming has already ordered Lie er: All people are in
hurry to wore the mask on the face. They looked at each other, they all in weird appearance, but at this time, n.
The toxic smoke is just the first round of attack. As expected, after the toxic smoke, there was a roaring sound,
not far from the toxic smoke infiltrated place, a big hole has been pounded by The Li army. Chunks of rock
soil dropped from the ceiling of the underground palace. The sword had been held in the hand, Feng Ming had
quietly stand shoulder to shoulder with him. Rong Tian slowly sighed. He also knew that this war was
hopeless. But he shook head: Rong tian turned his head and smiled toward him, lightly said: The crowd
waiting with bated breath. In short while, Rong hu turned around, make a gesture. Sure enough it could filter
the toxic smoke, Feng ming suddenly relieved. Not even sure that the soil in this underground palace could
filter the air in tiny particles. But anyway, it was still G. The sound of the bell was ringing from afar, disrupted
the mind. Listen to my order, as long as Ruo yan show up, we will kill him. Only by killing Li King, the Li
troops will be in chaos, then we can escape. The yellow smoke was thick, not faded away, but slowly forward.
The crowd was using the gas mask to walk through the thick smoke, pa. But of course not while wearing this
odd gas mask. The sound of the messy footsteps echoed in the tunnel. Ruo yan was smiling standing in front
of the entrance of the underground palace, looked at the crowd that walk with the stone ladder with blank
expression. Thousand of troops armed with swords surrounding around. The last to appear, are Rong tian and
Feng Ming. One was an imposing appearance, while the other one was a pretty and fascinating appearance,
stick close together. Still showing beautiful eyes, suddenly his eyes looked fixed, like meteor flashed through
his eyes. Ruo yan startled, hurriedly jumped back. Calmly in one swing, though Ruo yan had used fast speed
to jumped back, but still bleeding. The guards around Rou yan caught off hand, screams sounded again and
again. The outermost of the circle was the thousand troops of Li Kingdom. When he turned to took his sword
out to block the sword, he got attacked by Rong tian. The guards desperately blocked the attack that came
from everywhere. Ruo yan face to face against Rong tian. The king of two kingdom, attacked in the chaos.
There was fleeting opportunity, Rong tian attacked three times in a row, although injured Rong tian, but it was
a hopeless situation. The rest people beside him, lack of number with only two hundred people. The Li troops
had been attack into the Xi rei troops, gradually moved closer to Ruo yan that were in critical situation. Feng
ming looked around, Li troops were everywhere, Screams were everywhere, Rong hu and others covered with
blood protecting around. Sea of blood, had already difficult to differentiate between sky and earth, life and
death. Common sense had gone, the sword in the hand swung wildly, every each swing carried blood. Ruo
yan, he was nearby. But they already moved to the cavalry of Li troops. Rong tian swung the sword, killed
people, s. Turned around, suddenly holding Feng Ming onto the horse: Rong hu was smart, he already s. Rong
tian in this moment was making people stunned. Swing the sword, life and death. In a gasp, Rong tian had
brought people to rush out the surrounding. Rong tian forced the horse to turned around, smiled at Feng Ming.
Thousand troops, in critical moment, he still smiled so warm, Feng Ming was absentminded. He suddenly felt
unconscious. Before fell to the ground, a hand caught him. Rong hu not saying a word, holding Feng ming and
rushed away. Fierce wind, diseased horse. Rong tian smiled lightly, proudly looked at faraway Ruo yan.
Pulling the rope, the horse collaborate, as if it knew the one riding is a true hero. His hand gently loosen, the
fainted Miao Guang fell on the ground. Ruo yan raised his hand: Whipped the horse, the moment the horse
flew, Ruo yan had raised the bow. The arrow like meteor had been flying toward him. Pierce deep into the
right shoulder. The horse shrieked and bolted. Ruo yan saw him went far away, whipped the horse to go
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Today the weather is good, the spring feels are everywhere, make people delighted. Causing Chiu Yue and
group exclaimed. Currently Li Kingdom is in chaos, everyone felt insecure, Li King perhaps will have
headache for a long time. Chiu Xing always help Feng ming lead the horse. Chiu xing quickly handed over the
rein to the guard, chasing behind Feng Ming. He said to Rong hu: Earth Moon Tribe give them a good
hospitality, good medicine and good horse, even the room Feng Ming currently lived is the most beautiful,
moreover, in the backyard there is a group of white rabbits. When the first time they arrived here, Chiu yue
and Chiu xing shouted to give the rabbits a meal. Feng Ming opened the curtain, and lazily yawn. Before
finished yawning, the sudden silence make Feng Ming felt the alert. There is someone inside the room! The
whistling wind sounded from behind. His lobe was being licked by the heat of the tongue from someone
behind him, wet tongue was teasing his lobe, a deep voice and magnetic smile came from behind: Feng Min g
shuddered, tears falling from his eyes. The arms wrapped around Feng Ming suddenly strengthened.
Passionately kissed several times the face that make him miss so madly, and keep savoring the the lip, Rong
tian exposed a gentle smile: Feng Ming still not recovered from the surprise,only open his black eyes widely,
keep looking at Rong tian. I ask you, since you already arrived here, why you have to sneak behind the door?
But the moment i arrived, suddenly felt afraid. Rong tian laughed loudly: But i already help you a little
revenge. Eyes fell on the wound, Feng ming gasped. The right side rib has been wrapped in white gauze,
stained with blood, the wound is long and deep. Feng ming dodge the hand immediately shouted: Rong tian
sat on the chair, letting Chiu yue and others helping him take care of the wound. Feng ming standing aside,
looking at the white gauze being unfasten, exposing the wounded flesh, compare to watching when the gauze
being wrapped even more frightening. Rong tian staring at Feng ming for a long time, sighed: Forget it, you
come here. Turn again to look at Rong tian, yet has been closing his eyes waiting for "pain cure" kiss. Feng
ming screamed inside that he was being fooled, but felt sweet inside. Unexpectedly Rong tian can also feign to
be pitiful, taking advantage of my compassion. Today i will let you be, just because i love you. When Feng
ming release the playful kiss from Rong tian, he just realized that Chiu xing and the others had quietly
withdraw themselves. Lower his head and think, Feng ming showed his smiling face: He hop up on the bed.
The hasty hand suddenly being caught by Rong tian. Pity me who always feel sorry for you, but now i finally
understand. Feng ming shivered, shouted to himself that he had been fooled again: Chiu xing, chiu xing, lie er
who kept the door outside quietly closed their mouths, to avoid making noises that surprised the two indulging
their love inside. Today i will make you surrender.
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After awaken, the two maids, Chiu Yue and Chiu Xing kneeled at two sides. Chiu Yue carefully held the
medicine bowl. Chiu Yue rubbed her red swollen eyes, sobbing endlessly: We are close bodyguards of Duke
Ming and have allowed him to suffer a lot like this, everyone is guilty of it all. A strong pain sudden tugged at
his heart: I have sworn to bear the dangers altogether, so why is the person that always have to suffer as you? I
will lead you to enjoy the endless steppe slopes. Where there are flowers, beautiful beyond belief. In the
distance, the flag flew in the air. Empress Dowager led the court officials and stood in front of the gates. Flags
that lined the side waved in the air, two rows of guards proudly stopped before thousands of thousands
civilians who were crammed behind. Everyone was trying to squeeze through to join the great event of the
country. Xi Lei has won the battle! We have driven King of Li back to his country! I heard people said he was
shot dead. Anyways, that guy will not be able to live much longer. I heard that this accomplishment is thanks
to Duke Ming. All nations have to fear our Duke Ming! From the distance, the pair of horses appeared slowly.
The Phoenix with its wings flying on face of the flag, wings outstretched, head up proudly. Feng Ming has
returned to the kingdom. You keep on sleeping for a very long time causing my heart to break. They knelt
down, preparing for punishment. Feng Ming is still curled up inside the embrace of Rong Tian, not knowing at
what moment his eyes opened. I was worried to death! As her eyes looked up, they suddenly collided with the
blinking eyes of Feng Ming and let out a sudden squeal: Her hands clutched her chest, her cheeks wet with
tears and constantly whispering: Oh, this ancient period does not have rubber tires that traveling like this is so
difficult. I have to think of a new method for this. A feeling like every suffering had vanish completely, even
to the point of extreme comfort that he sat up. He leaned his face softly to kiss Rong Tian, licked with his
tongue the corner of his eyes that was wet with tears: I will never leave Xi Lei again. He had been comatose
for how many days that he was unaware of his return to Xi Lei. Feng Ming, we have finally reached home. Let
your servant get it for you! Not good, here, eat some more. Three or four times, he had tried to use all sorts of
methods to let everyone lessen their attention on him. Hearing that, Feng Ming just wanted to jump up and
kissed that old man several times.
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anytime you want to read free â€” fast â€” latest novel. Hence, when he heard a sudden wind from behind, he
immediately turned around. He did not expect the attacker to suddenly fall down. Duke Ming is no longer
aboveâ€¦.. He jumped off the cliff. So when he looked down and saw a familiar, extremely handsome face:
Even in a muzzy way, we still found Duke Ming. The spring time is beautiful and everywhere is full of life.
The living room of Earth Moon tribal leader was always filled with burning incense aroma, which made others
feel relaxed. Feng Ming was feeling regretful and not willing to wake up. On this very thought, he simply
decided not to open his eyes. Chiu Xing, you should not give false information. Alas, it has been a few days
already. Do you think Duke Ming will ever wake up? Duke Ming is a good person, how would G. On top of
his head there seems to be many sighs. The two small, pink familiar faces appeared very sad â€”- It was his
beloved little friends, Chiu Yue and Chiu Xing. The volume had surpa. Duke Ming really has woken up! It
was Lie-er who ran in and asked: In the blink of an eye, Feng Ming was surrounded by enthusiasm and tears
from his friends. Chiu Xing hugged Feng Ming as she laughed and cried: Look, just this trip alone and you
went all the way to Li Kingdom. Life is empty without you. If not, how could we face our King. He did not
have time to react, but bewildered and asked: He had hidden Duke Ming so fast that weâ€¦.. Lie-er grimaced
and closed his mouth. Nevertheless, we were not able to determine if Your Grace is locked up in there. Duke
Ming will be confused by you. His Majesty has helped to arson the capital in order to create disorientation as
he played game with Ruo Yan which, given Rong Hu and Lie-er the opportunity to investigate whether or not
Your Grace was locked up in Xuan Ya. It was right at the time when we were trying to sneak into Xuan Ya as
guards. We were at the right place and the right time. Why are you holding him like that? I do not think it is a
good idea. It seems the bandages wrapped around the body were messed up, and now shaped like an octopus.
They blushed and let go of him before taking two steps away. Feng Ming was breathless after they hugged and
unconsciously shook him in the process. However, His Majesty would not allow her to go as it would be too
much trouble. Just the two of you were enough trouble as it is. Although, the question his heart really wanted
to ask was not easily commuted to them. He giggled and asked: Feng Ming cursed himself for his foolishness,
reminded that he needed to give Rong Tian a few punches when he sees the man, given that Rong Tian had
failed to protect him as promised. Feng Ming cried aloud a few times before falling back on the bed. The King
will arrive soon. His Majesty was also wounded by an arrow when he was ambushed in Bo Jian. The wound
has not healed, but he was still determined to sneak into Li Kingdom regardless of the danger. Who would he
do it for if it is not for Duke Ming? He then knew something was better left unsaid. Chiu Xing stuck out her
tongue and was quiet for once. Why is Rong Tian still not leaving there? Did he want me to be distressed? If
that was the case, Your Grace would not find a place to recuperate. The Li Kingdom border is also tight in
security. Hence, to leave the country would be difficult. The only safest and comfortable place is here. Iâ€¦â€¦
how could I actually want to punish him? They all thought of one thing: First thing first, that is nursing Your
Grace to get well again. Duke Ming first must be healed and soon, we will be able to return to Xi-Rei. Chiu
Xing, come here and help me. Be careful or the King will cut out your tongue. Many would dream of coveting
him. In the past, His Majesty had slept with many people too.
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The Kingdom flag being moved to east, thousands of soldiers died there, they were buried in the Ah Man
riverside. Countless souls missed to back home. This place which filled of raging wind, had already become a
legend. Kneeling at the side to serve are the two that just waking up, Chiu Yue and Chiu Xing. Feng ming
closed his eyes, the black medicine soup just dripping out from his mouth. I want to take you to see the
grassland and hillside, there already full blossom, very beautiful. I heard that Li King already shot dead. I
heard that this time is thanks to Duke Ming. From afar, a group of people is slowly approaching. You already
sleep for so long, my heart already scattered to pieces. Feng Ming already wake up! Duke Ming already wake
up? Chiu yue that holding a basin of water suddenly drop the basin on the floor, her eyes were fluttering,
immediately knelt down, closed her eyes and lift his head up while murmuring," God Bless, God bless.. Chiu
Xing screamed and knelt beside Chiu yue, clasped her hands and started to pray with teary eyes," Oh God,
Duke Ming already awake. Thank you so much! Hmm, i must think of a way. The second, hurriedly take me
back to Xi Lei Palace. He already slept for several days and not even realizing that he already arrived at Xi
Lei. Feng ming, we are home. A big troop had gradually walked near the gate, Rong tian stood in the high
place of the tent while carrying Feng ming like princess. Duke Ming really got sick? Rong tian stood from the
height, proudly waved to the crowd," Feng Ming, wave your hand. But no one blamed her. Long live Duke
Ming! Rong tian smiled and looked down," Feng ming, Xi Lei people are welcoming us. See, how much they
love you. Then what about the Xi Lei King? Of course i am the only one that love you the most. This time you
have to respond to it. Rong tian, i am still sick, you can not.. Suddenly from nowhere just heard someone burst
in laughter. Suddenly, the crowd also burst in laughter. The Empress embarrased and turned her head away.
The world was under the war for seeking the power to rule all the kingdoms, even the cloud and wind also
changing. The time flew so fast. The harvest season was coming. Not only forbidden to went out from the
Palace, in the first one or two months even forbidden to walk down the bed. Starting from Rong tian, then the
Empress, even the guards had treated a slight move of him as a big matter. I will take it for you. This is no
good, here, eat a little more. Feng ming, be careful, if you kiss someone other than Rong tian, that person will
be beheaded, lol Notes:
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